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INTEGRATING INDEPENDENCE
Municipal utility stays ahead of the curve with GIS intelligence

INDEPENDENCE,
MISSOURI
Pop. Served: 117,250
Depts. Using Cityworks:
Power & Light, Water
Pollution Control, Public
Works, Community
Development
Staff Using Cityworks:
50 IPL staff

(expanding to 100)
User Since: 2007

W

hen the City of Independence, Missouri, fired up
its first power plant in 1901, electrical power was
considered leading-edge technology. More than 115 years later,
Independence Power and Light (IPL) found itself managing
operations with an inefficient system that lagged behind their
organization’s needs.

PHASE 1: SERVICE CENTER

THE CHALLENGE
IPL relied on a diverse software landscape to supported material
assemblies, material reservation, and workflow data and
scheduling. These programs weren’t integrated, which ultimately
led to inefficient processes and information silos.

PHASE 2: PLANT

THE SOLUTION
IPL partnered with POWER Engineers to implement Cityworks,
a GIS-centric work management system, to integrate their
enterprise solutions and streamline workflows. From the
inception of a work order to the financial closeout, Cityworks
manages the work and facilitates information exchange among
IPL’s enterprise systems.
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Implemented in 2017
Imported 55,400 historical work orders
Tracking 763,000 total parts
Managing $4.3 million in stock value

Implemented in 2018
Imported 17,500 historical work orders
Tracking 171,000 total inventory parts
Managing $1.5 million in stock value

PHASE 3: SUBSTATION
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Implemented in 2019
Customized for NERC battery management
Imported 950 historical inspections
Workflows configured for inspection cycles

Now, designers can create new designs in their electric
design program, link to a Cityworks work order, create a bill of
materials including estimated labor and construction drawings,
and load these into the Cityworks work order for use by
construction crews.
Cityworks tasks then trigger calls to the material management
and payroll programs to pull back the actual materials and
labor hours and populate the Cityworks work order. This allows
the comparison of estimated labor and materials costs against
actual costs, helping IPL adjust the design process for more
accurate estimates.
THE RESULTS
Optimized Operation
IPL saw immediate benefits upon implementation:
• Managing more than 30 distinct workflows in a single
system, from tree trimming to police and fire response to
community resource programs

• Tracking estimated and actual costs within one solution
• Eliminated waste and redundancy through paperless
communication
Data-Driven Planning
Long-term benefits to IPL’s operations include:
• Improved reliability as infrastructure ages
• Eliminated waste and redundancy through paperless
communication
• Clear insights into capacity for future growth and demand
• Data-driven business plans for capital projects
Focus on the Customer
The integration also brings immediate benefits to IPL’s
customers, including:
• Continued rate stabilization
• Faster response time to outages
• Informed customer service

SERVICE CENTER WORK ORDERS CLOSED
After implementing Cityworks in 2017, the IPL service center closed an average
of 3,000 more work orders per year—without hiring additional staff.
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